Abstract: Because of the sensor or environment problem, the multi-sensor detection data can result in data mutation for the individual sensor. To obtain consistent, stable and accurate tested target description, the paper adopts confidence distance matrix, distance correlation coefficient and p-value significant test to get The number of optimal fusion number of multi-sensor, and uses maximum likelihood estimation to study the multi-sensor data fusion. The results show that the algorithm mentioned by the paper is superior to the multi-sensor consistency data fusion means and is fairly practical.
INTRODUCTION
The detecting accuracy of single sensor is difficult to improve [1] , and the failure and error of sensor can cause a decline at the respect of accuracy in the whole system. So independent multi-sensor which has low precision is adopted to achieve the same target detection, and improve the effectiveness and robustness of the detection system. In multisensor detection process, because of various orientations which the senor located, the difference of sensor and the effect of random factors in practical environment, the target value measured by each senor will have deviation [2] . Then, to reduce the errors that happen probably in the system processing, there is a question how to consistently accurately describe the measured target in the detection system. It is an effective method for the measured target to adopt the data fusion to implement multi-sensor consistency description. The key of data fusion is judging the data obtained by the every sensor of system, determining the credibility of the data, so as to decide on which data of sensor to do fusion [3] . Finally, the optimal fusion result for many target detection is acquired.
Data fusion methods involve signal processing, estimation theory, uncertainty theory, pattern recognition and optimization technique and so on [4] , in accordance with, using the principle of statistics.
From the principle of statistics, using the actual collected data from the every sensor to calculate the confidence distance matrix, and adopting threshold to get relation matrix, which measure the correlation degree among sensors [5] [6] [7] [8] . The confidence matrix can obtained the support degree to determine the optimal number of sensors. That threshold using to judge the mutual support between sensors exists a lot of fuzziness, and chooses subjectively the threshold to lead to the inaccurately fusion results [9] [10] [11] . Once data loss or disturb, the fusion result is not stable [12, 13] . Determining the confidence distance threshold, the paper employs the confidence distance correlation coefficient p-value significant test to examine the related degree between sensors, ensures the optimal fusion number of multi-sensor under different confidence levels, and uses the maximum likelihood estimation to compute the final fusion results. Through the analysis of the confidence interval length and the measured values of each sensor which include standard deviation, root mean square error and residual sum of square, the final fusion results is confirmed. The multi-sensor data fusion mean mentioned by the paper is more scientific basis and practice, have an effective and reliable fusion result. The calculation process is simpler.
THE COMPUTATION OF CONFIDENCE DISTANCE AMONG MULTI-SENSOR MEASURED VALUE
Suppose there are n sensors that measure the same parameter from different orientation. X i ={x i1 ,x i2 ,…,x im }is the data of the i th sensor. i can value 1,2,…,n, and 1,2,…m is the m values of the ith sensor. Due to the factors of the sensor, measurement environment and measurement system stability, the actual values are errors with the measurements. In the actual measurement, the effect of all kinds of random factors will result in the measurement result X i to Gauss distribution. So measuring expectation of the sensor i can be described by Gauss probability density function as P i (x).
i can value 1,2,…n. n is the number of sensors.
On the definition of statistics, confidence needs sample statistic average μ, variance and confidence intervals [ -, + ] . For Gauss distribution N(μ, ), the confidence level c
To reflect the support degree of the data value between sensor i and j, paper [11] adopts the confidence distance to measure d ij . 
For n sensors measure a target at the same time, the confidence measure distance d ij (i,j=1,2,…,n) consists a multisensor confidence distance matrix D nn .
CONFIRMATION OF OPTIMAL FUSION NUMBER OF MULTI-SENSOR
Taking advantage of the confidence distance matrix solves the mutual support degree of each sensor. Generally, the d ij threshold value is given through the experience or the previous measure result, and sets up:
r ij stands for the mutual support of i and j sensor. If confidence distance d ij is less than , then r ij is equal to 1 is regarded as the good correlation of i th and j th sensor. It calls that the i th sensor supports the j th . If r ij is equal to 0, it considers that the i th sensor does not support the the j th . If r ij and r ji is equal 1, the i th sensor and j th sensor is mutual support. If r ij is larger than a certain extent, the data is valid, or the data is invalid. When multi-sensor measure the same parameter, the effective sensor set is fusion set. The sensor number of fusion set is called the optimal fusion number. will be inevitably influence the result of data fusion. The optimal fusion number reduces and the data loss if chooses improperly. The different leads to the different fusion results.
Form the computation of d ij, the value of d ij is between -1 and 1. That d ij absolute value is greater shows the measurement deviation between two sensors. otherwise, the smaller value means the similar measured value of two sensors. Those reflect that the support degree of two sensors is high.
Under the condition of sensor normal, the measured value can consistently reflect the real values of measured object. The confidence distance matrix D will not appear sharp peaks and fat tail. So the support degree of two sensors is determined through probability correlation coefficient or related index. The most common method for correlation coefficient is product moment method which is called Pearson correlation coefficient. It uses the rate of the product covariance and standard deviation of two variables to indicate the correlation. For i and j sensor, confidence distance correlation coefficient can be defined as follows:
d i is the confidence distance mean between i sensor and other sensors. r ij is between -1 and 1. Confidence distance correlation coefficient for n sensors can make up a n*n matrix R nn . (10) Related significant degree between senor measurements can be determined through testing confidence distance correlation coefficient. The paper uses the specified and different confidence level to examine the correlation coefficient significant p-value test and ensure the optimal number of multisensor fusion by the correlation coefficient significance. Confidence distance correlation coefficient significant pvalue for n sensors makes a n*n matrix P nn . (11) Matrix P is the symmetric matrix. p ij is the correlation significance p-value of i and j sensors. When p ij is not less than , i sensor is no significant correlation with j sensor. When p ij is less than , i sensor is significant correlation with j sensor. The optimal fusion number is composed of related and significant sensor.
MULTI-SENSOR DATA FUSION
Suppose the optimal fusion number of n sensors is {x1,x2,x3,…,xL}. Adopting maximum likelihood estimation method calculates the data fusion results for L sensors. The formula (12) is establishing a likelihood function.
To get logarithmic likelihood function of formula (12):
According to the theory of maximum likelihood estimation, sensor fusion result should satisfy the equation (14):
To solve the equation (14) can get the follow value:
The final solution:
ˆ is the fusion data result of the optimal fusion number {x1,x2,x3,…,xL}.
DATA FUSION EXPERIMENTS

Experimental Data Sources
In this paper, the temperature of the experimental data collected from oat planting environment in a sunlight greenhouse, many temperatures and humidity of wireless sensors were distributed in greenhouse, and temperature and humidity data of each sensor is collected every 15 minutes.
The temperature experimental data in Table 1 were collected from the 10 temperature and humidity sensors distributed different locations in Greenhouse, and acquisition time was early April 10:00 to 12:30 in northern region.
From Table 1 it can be seen the variance of the 9 th sensor changes slightly larger than other from the column of variance of measured data, from the actual position of the sensor in the greenhouse, the 9 th sensor was in the area of less sunlight than other sensor.
Data Fusion Experiment
First, using the formula (5) and (6) to calculate and obtain the confidence measure value distance matrix D of the 10 sensors, D is a symmetric matrix. By the formula (9) to calculate the sensors confidence distance correlation coefficient matrix R.
The correlation coefficient matrix R is calculated according to the experimental data obtained by sampling, there must inevitably be error, in order to infer the existence of correlation between each of the sensors, the method of hypothesis testing used in the experiments to test significant of correlation coefficient. By calculating significant p-value of the correlation coefficient data of each sensor, we get a significant test matrix P of correlation coefficient of the 10 sensors, and matrix P is a 10*10 symmetric. Experiments selected the confidence level 0.05, 0.025 and 0.01, and got the number of optimal fusion through calculating significant correlation test, and used formula (16) to calculate fusion results of the data of different confidence level , the results shown in Table 2 .
Analysis of Fusion Results
To use formula (16) to calculate the fusion results of monitoring data at confidence level 0.05, 0.025 and 0.01. Table 3 , the confidence level is 0.05, 0.025 and 0.01, and the length of the confidence interval of fusion results are respectively 0.9, 0.6876 and 1.0644, but the three confidence interval length difference is not very obvious under the confidence levels. The root mean square error and residual sum of squares are calculated and obtained by the fusion results in Table 2 and the 100 monitoring results of 10 sensors in Table 1 In order to further prove the fusion result at the confidence level of =0.05 is more precise than the fusion results of the levels of 0.025 and 0.01, in this paper, we calculated respectively the fusion results of monitoring data of 10 sensors on each monitoring time point T under level of 0.05, 0.025 and 0.01 by using the maximum likelihood estimation, the fusion results as shown in Table 4 .
As shown in
The root mean square error RMSE and the residual sum of squares RSS in Table 4 are calculated by the fusion results with T1-T10 monitoring times and the corresponding fusion result in Table 2 under different confidence level.
Through the above analysis, we selected result 29.516 as the ultimate fusion result, which is calculated by monitoring data of 10 sensors in Table 1 under the confidence level = 0.05.
CONCLUSION
In the multi-sensor detection system, data fusion is the purpose of using some algorithms to process comprehensively information and data from multi-sensor, and get more reliable and effective conclusion than a single sensor. Multisensor data fusion method presented in this paper is based on the monitoring data of each sensor, and then calculated the confidence distance between the monitoring data of sensors, and then tested the significant of correlation degree of confidence distance by the p-value test, and determined the optimal number of fusion of multi-sensor. The algorithms used in this paper avoid the subjective factors in determining the threshold of the fusion of the sensors, and have more adequate scientific basis. To use the maximum likelihood estimation method at different confidence level to obtain the final fusion results, and using the confidence interval length, root mean square error (RMSE) and the residual sum of squares (RSS) under different confidence level and analyze the fusion results, and finally get the optimal fusion results. To some extent, by experiments the data fusion methods used in this paper is simple and effective, and practical. 
